The computation of multi gluon scattering cross sections is important for the study of hadronic jets. The amplitude and cross section calculations have been done upto six gluons [l] . Although considerable simplifications follow from the use of supersymmetry etc, these calculations are essentially done by summing up the appropriate set of Feynman diagrams. The number of Feynman diagrams involved grow rapidly with the number of external gluons. The intermediate steps· are thus fairly complicated, but the final answer is extremely simple. It is clear from the form of the final answer that it is much simpler to think of quantum chromodynamics as the zero slope limit of some kind of string theory.
In this letter, we show how this connection may be utilised to derive multigluon scattering amplitudes and cross sections in QCD.
Vve use an open bosonic string theory with SU(3) Chan-Paton factors to take care of the non Abelian nature of the interactions. Since we are only interested in the tree level amplitudes, questions of consistency of the string theory such as the critical dimension will not be of concern. Also the tachyon state of the bosonic string will not contribute to vector particle scattering at the tree level. The string based calculation has considerable conceptual simplification. There is essentially one diagram and its non cyclic permutations for each process no matter how many external gluons we have. Although this gets split up into a number of terms upon taking the zero slope limit, this is still advantageous as A lo:1ger paper with the results for higher numbers of external lines will be published elsewhere.
We start with the n vector particle amplitude for the open bosonic string. This IS obtained by evaluating the correlations for n vertex operators JR eik;·X €i ·oX dr (i = 1,2 ... n) using the free actionS -JM ~(8 X) 2 d 2 x defined on the upper half complex plane M. The vertex operators are integrated along the real axis x 1 = r. The parametric form of this amplitude for then -5 case we discuss and for fixed r ordering of the vertex operators is [2, 3] where the subscript multilinear means that we take only the multilinear part of the polariza- (2) with coefficient [4] . The second step is to extract the zero slope limit of the amplitude. Because of the global R we only need the residues of the poles in the above expression. The nonvanishing terms of the amplitude as a' -+ 0 can be obtained as follows. Notice that so long as the power series expansions for 3 F 2 (a, b, c; d, e; 1) is convergent (which it will be for a+ b + c-d-e < 0), the poles and finite pieces come from some finite number of leading terms. In the case where the series is divergent, this is somewhat more difficult, (although the logarithmicall y divergent case is straightforwar d, and could be done directly), but fortunately, there are identities which relate the hypergeometri c functions for different values of the arguments in particular 3F2 for a+ b + c-d-e > 0 to 3F 2 with a+ b + c-d-e < 0. One can then use the series expansion. The relevant two identities, due to Bailey, Hardy, and Ramanujan [4] , extract part of the divergence in leading r functions: 
On the particle states the twist operator corresponds to charge conjugation and the vector vertices are odd under this. Using this fact, in the low energy limit, equation (9) gives the identity (7). The second identity (8) follows from the operation a -+ -a applied to the correlation functions. For the n point case, the amplitude with the order of the external particles reversed will be ( -1 )n times the original amplitude.
Consider the square of the matrix element now. The calculation of the group theory factors can be simplified by using U(N) rather than SU(N) as the gauge group since the extra U(1) gauge boson will not contribute in a' -+ 0 limit. There are only three independen t group theory contributio ns. A pnon m the squared matrix element one expects interference terms but the identities (7) and (8) reduce the square to a sum only involving diagonal terms, i.e. an incoherent sum.
Finally we turn to the polarization vectors. We use the spinor helicity basis of reference [5] . i.e.
where ± indicate positive and negtive helicities. k is the momentum of the gluon and p is a reference momentum . By virtue of the gauge invariance we discussed after equation ( 4), this is essentially arbitrary so long as p 2 = 0, p · k =I 0. In our calculation we used p = k 4
for particles 1,2,3 and p = k 1 for 4 and 5. The inner products are defined by
where the spinors are massless free particle spinors of the helicities indicated. These are related to products of momenta by
The following identities are useful in simplifying the calculations .
(15a)
(15b)
The first of these is Fierz transforma tion while the second follows from charge conjugation .
Using k · 7 = lk+ >< k+l + !k->< k_l and E • k = 0 we can derive a number of relations among the spinor inner products. e.g.
Once a specific clwice of helicitiP. 0 is mcde for the g;luons, the numlwr of terms in the amplitud e gets reduced to a few (less than about ten). The identities (15) cyclic invarianc e and the reflection property (8) can be used to significan tly cut down the amount of computer time required. These and other results will be published elsewhere .
While this manuscri pt was being prepared, we received a Fermilab preprint by Mangano , Parke and Xu which overlaps with our work. Although the calculatio n is not done using string theory, the authors show how the Feynman amplitud es can be summed up in terms of string like sub-ampl itudes which have cyclic and gauge invarianc e.
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